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RIBA Client Survey 2016
• Measuring Client satisfaction
• Nearly 1,000 responses
• One third from Contractors (where the architect works for
the builder)
• Design/meeting the brief rated highly
• Project Management rated poorly
• Results prompted Building in Quality initiative
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Edinburgh Schools Inquiry and Hackitt Review

Building in Quality – Joint Memorandum of Understanding
We hereby commit to work together to:
•

•
•

•
•

Overcome cultural bias in the
construction industry for better
collaboration and greater transparency
between members of the project team
Give due prominence to the outcomes
stated in the project brief
Encourage the involvement of endusers, purchasers and asset managers
in the conception, design and
specification of projects
Promote progressive, long-term,
integrated delivery and ownership
structures
Establish a way to identify and track
risks to quality
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Building in Quality Guide
Five missing pieces:
1. A common definition
2. Better ability to predict future quality
3. Methods of measurement
4. Benchmarks
5. Risk control and handling uncertainty

Quality Tracker

Five reasons for using the Quality Tracker

1. Fragmented procurement
2. Unpredictable quality outcomes
3. Undifferentiated aspirations
4. Hidden project risk
5. Compromised reputation
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The BiQ agenda
The six critical factors impacting quality during projects:
•

Value context

•

Project management

•

Procurement

•

Uncertainty and risk

•

Skills

•

Scrutiny

Different kinds of quality
•

Minimum quality

•

Legacy quality

•

Build quality

commodity,
firmitas, utilitas,
firmness,
venustas
delight
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The Quality Tracker

6 quality risk variables:
A. Likelihood of proceeding to construction
B. Attitude to maintenance and longevity
C. Attitude to cost certainty
D. Attitude to programme certainty
E. Likelihood of obtaining competitive tenders
F. Attitude to collaboration

Building in Quality case study – ENGIE
About ENGIE
- Long term and sustainable business models
in Energy, Services and Regeneration
- Leaders in Clean Growth and the Energy
Transition
- Innovative
- A presence in every major city

Chris Langdon
Development and Investment Director
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How ENGIE are going to use the BiQ tracker
To help set the project objectives and use as a tool to:
1. Help define quality
2. Communicate quality
3. Deliver quality
– The BiQ tracker can map to and sit alongside
existing risk management processes
– Used to test the impact of quality risks and
decisions on value and programme outcomes
– Being used currently on a regeneration project at
a disused power station site - Staffordshire

Building in Quality – why is this going to be useful?
– Helps to set and communicate clear expectations
– Supports a One Team approach and alignment
– Provides a mechanism for regular team conversation
(outside of contract)
Sign up to the pilot, we are!
https://www.architecture.com/working-with-anarchitect/building-in-quality-pilot
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Building in Quality
A thought from one of the Presidents …
Ben Derbyshire, President, RIBA
Paul Nash, Past President CIOB

John Hughes, (immediate past) President RICS
“Quality in building should not be allowed to be quietly dropped if other
financial pressures come to bear”.

Building in Quality
- a joint initiative by RIBA, CIOB and RICS

Questions?
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